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he COVID-19 pandemic is the largest public health and economic crisis in modern history. This devastation has been
especially magnified for Black workers and workers of color in
New York State. Beyond the everyday represssion, exploita-

tion and disinvestment that communities of color face, particularly Black
communities, workers are living through unprecedented rates of unemployment, hunger and housing insecurity. This is in part because workers
of color make up the majority of the restaurant, hospitality, and personal
services sectors, some of the hardest hit since the national shut down following COVID-19. This crisis has amplified the fact that the service sector
has long been plagued by poverty wages, unsustainable working conditions and the racist devaluation of service workers.
Before the pandemic, more than 770,000 New York restaurant workers
and over 400,000 tipped service workers, including not only restaurant
but nail salon, car wash, airport and parking attendants, tipped gig workers and many others, were disproportionately likely to live in poverty and
rely on public assistance.1,2 We define the ‘service sector’ to include all of
the above occupations, with restaurants comprising the largest share of
tipped workers and the sector overall. We estimate that close to half a
million workers in the New York service sector lost their jobs as a result of
COVID-19.

Based on a combination of government data
and surveys of over 10,000 New York workers
who applied to the One Fair Wage Emergency
Relief Fund, this report highlights three key findings:

1. Service sector workers, and in particular workers of color and Black workers, were hardest hit
by loss of employment due to COVID-19.
The majority of restaurant workers in New York State, or 52%, are people of color.3 In New York City, that
figure rises to 79%; while 83% of tipped workers in NYC are workers of color.4 Given the fact workers of color,
and Black workers in particular, made up a majority of the service sector, and the fact that the service sector
overall experienced higher levels of dislocation than other sectors, it therefore follows that workers of color,
and Black workers in particular, also have experienced higher levels of unemployment in general. In fact, Black
unemployment nationwide has hit 16.7%, 4 percent higher than white men.5 Workers of color, and Black workers in particular, are reporting higher levels of food and housing insecurity than other workers.

2. Service sector workers, and in particular tipped workers, are facing unique challenges in applying for unemployment insurance due to the subminimum wage for tipped workers.
Despite skyrocketing unemployment, the safety net is not reaching all service workers. While we estimate that
the majority of unemployment claims in New York have been processed, we have found that a disproportionate percentage of service workers are unable to access unemployment insurance because they earn too little
to qualify for benefits—thus disproportionately impacting communities of color.
For most tipped workers, their low wages can be traced back to the subminimum wage for tipped workers,
a direct legacy of slavery. Forty-three states, including New York, continue to allow a tipped subminimum
wage, forcing a largely female, and disproportionately people of color population to rely almost entirely on
tips. These unconscionably low wages, which already impoverished millions, are now having an impact on New
Yorkers’ ability to access federal and state emergency resources like unemployment insurance.

3. With reopening, tipped workers in particular are being forced to return to work for a subminimum wage at a time when tips have declined significantly—impacting tipped workers of
color first and worst.
Even as the State of New York considers reopening the economy and workers are faced with the choice
between personal safety and a meager paycheck, several employers and workers are reporting a 77-80%
decrease in tips given the unprecedented shift to take-out and delivery services. This decline has increased
implications for workers of color, who earned less in tips prior to the pandemic compared to their white coworkers. The severe decline in tipping means that subminimum wage workers who rely on tips as a portion of
their base wage will have a much harder time making ends meet and may possibly not earn the full minimum
wage with tips. The lack of One Fair Wage, representing a full minimum wage with tips on top, has left millions
of service professionals across the country, and particularly in New York State, unable to cover their families’
most basic needs. The COVID-19 crisis has revealed, more than ever before, that the subminimum wage, a
historical legacy of slavery, must change.
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THE STATE OF SERVICE WORK BEFORE COVID-19
Before the COVID-19 crisis, tipped service professionals were among the lowest paid workers in the country. Restaurant workers, in particular, make up one of the largest and fastest
growing industries—and yet the lowest paid.6 Eight of the fifteen lowest-paid occupations
are restaurant jobs, seven of which are tipped.7 In 43 states, including states hardest hit by
COVID-19 (New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts, Michigan and Pennsylvania), tipped workers are subject to a subminimum wage.8 This means they earn below each state’s set hourly
minimum, forcing them to make up their remaining wages based on tips.
The subminimum wage for tipped workers is a direct legacy of slavery. At
Emancipation, restaurant industry leaders sought to hire newly-freed slaves
and not pay them, instead forcing them to rely on tips. This practice was a mutation of the original concept of tips as an extra or bonus on top of a wage, and
was incorporated into nation’s first minimum wage laws, thus allowing workers
to be paid primarily through customer tips. Due to decades of continued lobbying by the National Restaurant Association, the federal subminimum wage
remains trapped at only $2.13 an hour for tipped workers. Although New York
has instituted a subminimum wage above the federal minimum of $2.13, tipped
workers’ cash wages are still one third lower than other workers throughout the
state. In New York City, tipped food service professionals are paid only $10 an
hour, compared to the $15 minimum wage; in counties outside of New York
City, employers can pay as little as $8.35 instead of the full $12.50 minimum
wage.9,10
Today, 85% of tipped workers in New York City are people of color11; tipped
workers of color tend to work in segments and positions in the industry in
which there are less tips.12 As a result of low wages and the instability of tips, these workers
in New York are over twice as likely to live in poverty and rely on Medicaid compared to the
rest of the state workforce.13 Nearly sixteen percent of tipped workers live on food stamps,
almost than twice the rate of other workers.14 On top of low wages, restaurant workers report
some of the lowest access to paid sick days of any industry. A national survey by Restaurant
Opportunities Center United found nearly 90% of restaurant workers in the sample reported
not receiving paid sick days.15 These conditions of economic insecurity that disproportionately
affect families of color existed prior to the pandemic.

A NEW ECONOMIC CLIFF FOR BLACK WORKERS AND
WORKERS OF COLOR
Understanding the full extent of the physical, psychological and economic toll of COVID-19
is nearly impossible. Unemployment numbers from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) alone
continue to lag weeks behind the exponential growth of layoffs. To date, there are more
than 2.4 million people who have filed for Unemployment Insurance (UI) claims in New York
state since the outbreak began.16 Workers of color, however, account for a disproportionate
number of those claims. While the percent of total initial claims has increased 400% for white
workers in New York State since last year, that percent jumps to 504% for Black workers and
a staggering 1,537% for Asian workers. These figures do not include, however, the thousands
of people who are barred from receiving unemployment benefits because they are undocumented, have recently switched employers, did not work enough hours at a single employer,
or, perhaps most outrageously, did not earn enough income to qualify.
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As of April 2020, we have seen a 70% percent decline in the number of food service jobs in New York
State, totaling nearly 470,000 jobs lost.17 Given the fact workers of color, and Black workers in particular, made up a majority of the service sector, and the fact that the service sector overall experienced
higher levels of dislocation than other sectors, it therefore follows that workers of color, and Black
workers in particular, also have experienced higher levels of unemployment in general. According to
the most recent data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics the unemployment rate for all Black workers
is 16.7%, compared to 14.2% for white workers.18 When we consider the impact on Black women, the
unemployment rate rises to 16.9% compared to 12.8% for white men.19 It is important to note however,
that Latina women, nearly one in five, are experiencing the highest rate of unemployment.20
These numbers do not do justice to the fear, pain and isolation workers feel as they realize they will
not be able to pay rent or feed their children. On March 16th, One Fair Wage launched the One Fair
Wage Emergency Fund for service workers in order to provide emergency cash relief and resources
to service workers nationwide. In one month, we have received nearly 150,000 applications, more
than 12,000 of which hail from New York state. With nearly 1,000 volunteers calling workers every
day, we have heard from countless people struggling to make ends meet. We have spoken to people
whose entire family worked in the service industry and have been laid off, decimating their household
income. Workers have reported being unable to feed their families, pay rent, or pay telephone or car
payments, the most basic necessities for survival in a pandemic.
Of the thousands of New York service workers who have reached out for emergency funds, 86% are
either unable or unsure whether they can afford to make their rent or mortgage payment.21 Ninety
one percent of workers of color and 93% of Black workers, in particular, report challenges with making
rent or mortgage payments. Within our sample of surveyed applicants, 55% reported that they either
did not have enough to eat or were unsure if they had enough to eat at this time. Surveyed workers
of color experience this type of food insecurity at 7 percentage points higher; and Black workers

NEW YORK APPLICANTS TO THE ONE FAIR WAGE EMERGENCY FUND

Over 12,000 applicants and growing daily.
52%

Women

66%

Care for dependents

59%

People of Color

39%

Latinx

12%

Black

OVERALL
APPLICANTS

PEOPLE OF COLOR
APPLICANTS

BLACK
APPLICANTS

Unable or unsure whether
they can afford their rent
or mortgage payment

52%

91%

93%

Do not have enough to
eat or unsure if they have
enough to eat

55%

62%

67%

Can afford groceries for
up to two weeks or less

79%

83%

87%

Do not qualify or unsure
if they qualify for
unemployment insurance

63%

73%
96%

66%

Spanish speaking
applicants
Source: Analysis of the One Fair Wage Emergency Fund applicant pool. See footnote 19 for further details.
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report 12 percentage points higher rates of food insecurity than the overall pool. Seventyeight percent of service workers in our sample reported only being able to afford groceries
for up to two weeks or less. Again, we see this rate rise to 83% and 87% for workers of color
and Black workers, respectively. Although not from a validated questionnaire, such responses
seem to indicate much higher rates of food insecurity among service workers of color than
that observed in the overall US population. This is quite concerning given the link between
food insecurity and several chronic diseases.22,23,24 As is true in broader society, whether it
be police repression, lack of access to quality education or employment segregation, workers of color and particularly Black workers experience the most severe brunt of institutional
exploitation and exclusion.

BARRIERS TO PUBLIC EMERGENCY SUPPORT
Despite the extreme precarity facing workers, many service professionals are locked out of
the unemployment benefits promised within the original $2 trillion federal stimulus relief
package. Eligibility requirements for state-funded unemployment insurance, which is required
to fast track the $600 weekly benefit in federal Pandemic Unemployment Compensation,
often excludes tipped service workers. Eligibility criteria is established by the U.S. Department of Labor and individualized by states. In New York there are three requirements that
disadvantage service workers: 1) requirement of a social security number,25 2) requirement
of a minimum number of hours worked in a base period, and 3) requirement of a minimum
earnings threshold over a base period.26
Although New York state reports one of the highest rates of processed
unemployment claims,27 surveys with service workers across the state
reveal many are ineligible for compensation. Over 63% of surveyed
One Fair Wage Emergency Fund applicants in New York were either
unable to obtain unemployment insurance or uncertain if they qualified
for unemployment insurance. Even worse, 73% of workers of color reported these same barriers to accessing unemployment insurance, and
for applicants who completed our Spanish language application, that
rate rose to 96%. While this sample cannot be extended to the general
population, BLS survey data reveals that the service industry claims the
lowest rate of unemployment benefits usage out of any industry, even
in the best of times. Occupations within the service industry applied
for unemployment at a rate of only 15%.28 Fifty-six percent of Bureau
of Labor Statistics survey participants reported “eligibility” as the main
reason why employees did not apply for unemployment benefits.29
Undocumented professionals make up 1 in 10 people in the restaurant
and food services industry, and are the vast majority of workers in other tipped sectors,
including nail salon and car wash workers in most urban areas nationwide.30 Undocumented
immigrants’ representation in these service sector industries is more than twice the representation of unauthorized workers compared to the overall workforce.31 Yet workers who are
the backbone of the service sector and pay into the tax system are completely excluded from
receiving either state or federal unemployment assistance during this crisis because they do
not possess a Social Security Number. California Governor Gavin Newsom recognized this
disparity and recently announced the first statewide policy to provide $125 million in disaster
relief assistance for all working Californians impacted by COVID-19, including undocumented
workers.32 New York State has not yet followed.
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In order to qualify for state unemployment insurance, New York
State requires a minimum amount of hours worked and a minimum amount of wages earned over a specified “base period,”
a time frame equal to roughly one year. For service workers
who receive subminimum wages and experience higher than
average part-time employment or job turnover, qualifying for
unemployment and receiving an appropriate level of benefits
can present serious hurdles. By law, unemployment insurance
eligibility should be based on a worker’s full wage. For service
workers, this includes tips; however, high rates of wage theft and
under-reported cash tips within the service sector means that
many workers receive far below their fair wage replacement. This
is not necessarily due to workers underreporting tips to evade
taxes—cash tips are very hard to record during a server’s busy
shift—and, quite often, employers are the ones underreporting
tips. According to an audit by the Treasury Inspector General
for Tax Administration, 30% of employers that operate under
tip compliance agreements under-report tips.33 For states such
as New York that allow a subminimum wage for tipped workers,
this illicit act can mean that many workers receive a fraction of
their actual salary or miss the threshold entirely—resulting in
denial of unemployment insurance simply because they were
paid too little by their employers.
On top of these challenges, many in the service industry juggle multiple part-time jobs, further complicating their ability to
easily apply for unemployment insurance. According to the Economic Policy Institute, between 2007 and 2015, the retail and
hospitality industries accounted for 54.3% of the growth of involuntary part-time employment.34 Workers hoping to navigate
these challenges are met with overwhelmed unemployment
offices. Many workers we have spoken to reported having to
spend days on hold and are still unable to get through.
Although federal Pandemic Unemployment Assistance (PUA)
extends $600 a week to workers who historically do not qualify
for unemployment benefits, many state unemployment offices
have just begun to set up the CARES Act program. Meaning those who have been without work for over a month and
have run out of food and rent money are just beginning their
application journey through a backlogged system. We have
communicated with thousands of workers who have not received any kind of government financial support despite losing
their job in mid-March. Workers who automatically qualify for
state unemployment insurance because they work sufficient
hours and receive the full minimum wage are among the first to
receive benefits of any kind as the system scrambles to catch up.
During this time, workers forced to individually advocate within
a strapped and antiquated system could receive help too late.

Mateo
Living in New York City, Mateo35 has
worked in the restaurant industry for more
than 8 years, most recently as a barback
for a restaurant in Chinatown. Before the
crisis, Mateo was making roughly $20 an
hour including tips, and really enjoyed the
small company he worked for. Beginning in
late March he saw about a 50% decrease in
customers, and within a week his managers
were forced to close down by state
order. Mateo’s employers have kept their
employees, instructing them instead to
apply for unemployment. Mateo, however,
does not have a Social Security Number
and therefore does not qualify for any
public emergency relief. “A lot of people
pay taxes but have no security. What is
the point if you don’t get anything back?
People are contributing way too much and
not getting anything in return,” he says.
His managers have set up a private
fundraising campaign for Mateo and his
co-workers, but the situation is getting
more challenging week by week. He hopes
the money he has saved over the years can
help him weather the storm. Mateo knows
it is an unstable industry and has prepared,
but he never could have predicted this. In
addition, the crisis is impacting his whole
household, including two roommates who
are also out of work. Mateo offered to
cover rent for one of his roommates who
is in an even more destitute situation.
Fortunately, his apartment manager has
said they can put a pause on their rent
payments, which has allowed them to
prioritize food. But the forthcoming bill
could be crushing. Without any avenue to
access federal or state support, Mateo is
just waiting “in limbo.”
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AS NEW YORK REOPENS TIPPING PLUMMETS,
IMPACTING WORKERS OF COLOR FIRST AND WORST
It is of little surprise that the total amount of income service workers receive in tips has drastically fallen since the tidal wave of COVID-19. Through numerous interviews with New York
employers and employees we have identified three main factors that are leading to a decrease
in tipping; 1) state law restricts restaurant capacity, and therefore the number of customers served and overall sales have decreased; 2) there are fewer customers as people opt for
home meals over prepared food service; and 3) customers tip less for take-out or delivery
service compared to dine-in service (which has been unavailable). Interviews with New York
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and magic of bartending as part of his life’s

of what I thought it would be, then I realized that I don’t

work. Having grown up in the hospitality

get paid a wage at all. I was living entirely off of tips. I was

industry in a family of women who fled the civil war in

working 60-70 hour weeks to catch up on my bills so looking

Nicaragua and set up a mobile food business in New York,

for another job was impossible,” he explains. In New York,
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before Governor Cuomo officially ordered the industry to

employees any wage at all.
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Now, in the midst of a crushing economic recession,
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particularly for the hospitality sector, Charles is living with
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and could be processed right away. Charles did not receive
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finally received his first unemployment insurance payment. It

from the CARES act, he believes he would be unable to meet
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his most basic needs. “Those of us who work in hospitality

In 2019, before Charles’ most recent position, he had worked
for seven months at a bar that committed regular and intensive
wage theft. Now his unemployment insurance payments are
based on stolen wages, depressing the amount of coverage
he is able to receive. This is not an uncommon occurrence.
The restaurant industry is notorious for two patterns—high
turnover and wage theft. Charles experienced both.
In January of 2019, Charles worked at a bar that was raided
by the police. He lost his work without notice, forced to
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wage for tipped workers, businesses regularly fail to pay their

have never been treated like real people or gotten the
respect we deserve. This is the first time I have ever applied
for unemployment and I have been working since I was 13.
We are some of the hardest working people in the country
in the largest growing sector in the country, at least up until
now. It’s hard to just keep taking the disrespect,” he asserts.
Charles’ bar may soon be opening up again, and he is excited
to get back to work, to be with his customers and colleagues.
After everything that he has been through, he feels like he is
one of the lucky ones.

restaurant owners provide insight into the extent
to which sales and tipping has dropped, decimating the income of tipped restaurant workers.
Michael Fuquay from the Queensboro Restaurant
in Queens reports that tips in his popular Queens
restaurant were $44,000 per month in January and
February, and $13,000 per month when he offered
take-out and delivery in April and May—a 77% decrease in tips. Similarly, La Palapa owner Barbara
Sibley reports that sales are down to just 20% of
normal operations. And while committed regulars
are still ordering take out and leaving substantial
tips, many people are not leaving any tips at all,
dropping the average tip rate to between 10% and
15%. Mat Hamiltorn of Rosalu Diner in Brooklyn
says they have seen an 84% decreased in overall
tips since February. “We have seen a decrease of
nearly 95% in tips on average over the past three
months. It’s a lot we and our team our suffering in
losses,” reports Dara Davenport of Loi Estiatorio in
Midtown New York.
While the average tipping percentage in the
northeast region is a little over 16% for dine-in service, many who are providing takeout or delivery
service receive little to nothing at all.36 According to Michael Lynn, Burton M. Sack Professor in
Food & Beverage Management at Cornell University and notable expert on U.S. tipping practices,
only about a third of people leave any tip at all for
take-out service.37 Tipped restaurant workers who
have either retained their jobs or who are asked
to come back to work face a drastically reduced
income given the reduction in tipping, while their
subminimum wage remains unchanged. Food delivery workers face a similar challenge. According
to a national survey of food delivery consumers and
workers, consumers reported preferring to tip only
$4 on average for delivery meals despite the fact
that many large food delivery companies provide a
base wage that is far under the state minimum.38,39
Indeed, even before COVID-19, surveyed delivery
workers reported that receiving a weak tip or no
tip was their number one grievance.40 The drop in
tipping is especially acute for Black workers, who
already receive far less tips than their white counterparts.41

Lareiny Fernandez
Lareiny Fernandez is a waitress and
mother of three working in Midtown
Manhattan. During the month of
February, just as news of COVID-19
reached U.S. shores, Lareiny was
already experiencing one of the
slowest months of the year. February
is not a good time for the restaurant
industry, and for tipped workers in particular. As someone
who lives off of tips, she is acutely aware of the fact that fewer
customers means far less wages to take home to her family.
Within a few weeks the number of customers dropped drastically as more people felt reluctance to expose themselves in
public. In response, Lareiny’s managers asked their employees
if people would voluntarily skip shifts in order to weather the
decline in customers. Pitching in to help the business, Lareiny
missed three shifts over the course of two weeks. By midMarch her restaurant let all front of house workers go.
Scared and suddenly out of work, Lareiny filed for unemployment insurance, thinking she would receive fair compensation
based off of her regular wages plus tips. However, she was
told by the unemployment office that her unemployment
check would be based in part on the last 6 weeks of wages.
“That was crushing,” she said. “I was already going to be
calculated on the slowest month of the year and then on top
of that, thinking I was helping out my managers because they
asked us not to come in, I made nothing for the last 6 weeks.”
Now, with an unemployment check that is a mere fraction of
what she would have received had she worked in an industry
that paid full wages regardless of the number of customers,
Lareiny is doing what she can to take care of her kids. All
three of her children are out of school and at home, making
the cost of feeding her family even more expensive.
By the end of March Lareiny had received emergency cash
relief from the One Fair Wage Emergency fund. She said
she felt so grateful to receive some help and planned to resupply her family’s groceries. It will be difficult to stretch her
unemployment check over the course of this unknown future.
“It is easy to feel unheard as a waitress in New York City. You
think you are like one in a million. What does your voice really
mean... The service industry needs someone to pay attention
to what is really going on. How we make our money and how
we are treated. This is how I support my family.”
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Unemployment Insurance for All, Measured on a $15 Minimum Wage Plus Tips
Now is the time to update the antiquated state unemployment insurance criteria that disproportionately disadvantages low-wage and part-time employees, and particularly tipped
workers. At a time when unemployment departments across the country are unable to process
the application appeals of maligned workers, we call on Congress to simplify the system and
eradicate barriers such as minimum wage thresholds. Given the high level of wage theft and
challenges of tip reporting in the service industry, we also call for the New York state unemployment offices to base wage replacement calculations upon a full $15 minimum wage plus
employee-claimed tips. Furthermore, we believe that all workers, including undocumented
workers, deserve emergency support. We call for universal coverage of unemployment insurance for all working people in the United States.
2. Repeated Stimulus Checks or a Paycheck Guarantee Program for All
A one time, $1,200 stimulus check is not enough to cover the piling debt of service workers
who have been without work for nearly a month. There will be long-term unemployment in
the service sector, and people out of work require additional relief that is not dependent on
navigating overwhelmed unemployment offices. We ask that unemployed workers, many of
whom have yet to receive the PUA or PUC, receive ongoing monthly stimulus checks or a
paycheck guarantee until they are able to return to work safely and with enough wages to
support their families.
3. $15 and One Fair Wage Before Workers Return to Work
Like all other workers, service workers deserve a full livable minimum wage from their employer,
with tips on top, before they are forced to return to work. With tips significantly down, workers
need to be paid a full minimum wage with tips on top to experience some level of economic
stability. This is not only more sustainable and humane for workers, it is also healthy for our
economy. Seven states have already passed One Fair Wage—a full minimum wage with tips
on top—for tipped service workers. These states report higher restaurant sales, the same or
higher small business growth in the restaurant industry, and the same or higher tipping rates
as subminimum wage states.42 New York, home to one of the largest restaurant industries in
the country, had a projected restaurant sales increase of 3.6 percent, a rate lower than the
individual rates of 6 of the 7 OFW states.43 One Fair Wage states have higher average employment growth for tipped workers, and the number of full- service restaurants has also increased
faster than subminimum wage localities.44
4. Rent and Mortgage Cancellation
In thousands of calls with One Fair Wage Emergency Fund applicants, service workers have
most consistently lifted up their need for relief from rent and mortgage payments. As stated,
83% of surveyed New York applicants to our fund reported they are either unable or unsure
whether they can afford to make their rent or mortgage payment. Given the chronically low
wages experienced by those in the service sector, and the huge amount of debt workers
are incurring, we cannot simply delay these payments, we must cancel them. Asking some
8

of the state’s lowest-paid people to bank debt, only to have to pay it all back at once, is irresponsible and immoral. Full rent and mortgage payment cancellation for the duration of
the economic shut-down would keep families and workers in their homes—critical not only for
their health and well-being, but for the health of the nation as we experience future waves
of the pandemic.
5. Health Care, Paid Sick Leave and Personal Protective Equipment for All Workers
Access to health care and health and safety precautions are particularly critical for workers
around the country who prepare, serve and deliver our food, touch our nails and hair, and
wash and park our cars. However, subminimum wages for tipped employees and lack of paid
sick days force many service workers to continue working while sick in order to make ends
meet. As stated, nearly 90% of restaurant workers in a national survey by Restaurant Opportunities Centers United reported not receiving paid sick days.45 In this same survey, more than
63% of all restaurant workers reported cooking and serving food while sick. Sick restaurant
workers who feel they cannot stay home have been identified as the number one source for
the spread of food borne illness, affecting millions of people across the U.S every year.46 If
we truly want to stem the spread of the highly contagious coronavirus, and other infectious
diseases, we must institute both paid sick days and One Fair Wage for all tipped workers. For
service workers who are healthy and continue to provide meals and other personal services
for our country, we must provide personal protective equipment so that they can continue
this critical role without risk to themselves, their families, or their customers.
6. Support for Small Businesses Who Commit to Livable Wages When They Re-open
We know many small businesses, especially restaurants in low-income communities of color,
might not survive the current economic freeze. Although the federal government cannot
support every business struggling to stay afloat, we propose a federal rent and tax abatement
program, and subsidies to businesses willing to commit to paid sick leave and a $15 minimum
wage for all workers, including tipped employees. One Fair Wage is able to provide any business willing to make this commitment with technical assistance training and financial tools
in order to understand how to make this transition over the next several months while they
remain closed. The federal government could provide property tax, payroll tax and liquor tax
abatements that would allow the state’s most responsible businesses to survive the crisis and
beyond. We are also working with state and city governments to provide wage subsidies to
employers who commit to moving to One Fair Wage in 2021 to re-hire workers and re-purpose
themselves as community kitchens to provide free meals to those in need during the crisis.
New York and the federal government should use limited resources to support the kinds of
employers who support workers. We need to make sure that the employers who treat their
workers well and pay them well survive this crisis.

By instituting these recommendations, we can be sure not to go back to an untenable
service sector that has resulted in destitution for millions in one the nation’s largest
economic sectors. Instead, we can re-open a new service sector that provides nourishing
food, people-centered service and prosperity for all New Yorkers.
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